The smell of frost, the smell of briefened sunlight, Of bayberries and apples mingled in, The golden power of the late light dusted The man and boy on forehead, cheeks, and chin.
few years back, I took my daughter and her best friend apple picking in central Massachusetts, where we enjoyed a pictureperfect early fall afternoon. It was the kind of day that shouts NEW ENGLAND -slightly cool temperatures, glorious foliage, and apples waiting to be picked. Our timing could not have been more perfect. The year's weather had proved ideal for apples, with no late frosts, sufficient early summer rains, and a storm-free August. A bumper crop followed, one of the best in decades, and we returned home rich in fruit.
The previous year, 2012, had been difficult for apple growers across the northern United States, particularly in Michigan, where growers lost as much as 75 percent of their crop. New England did not fare as poorly, but the region did not go unscathed, with yields declining by as much as 25 percent in some parts of the region. A surprising March heat wave propelled trees into early bloom, but disaster soon struck as sharp frost followed hard upon the heat, sending many of the first buds to a premature death. To make matters worse, a series of violent storms in the summer pounded much of the surviving crop with hail. Inevitably, fingers pointed to the extreme weather wrought by climate change as the culprit.
There is good reason for such finger pointing. Climate change will not eliminate New England's apple orchards, but the disruptive weather patterns of the coming century will challenge those who work in and benefit from the industry, an industry with deep roots in the region's cultural traditions. We are bound to have more early heat waves such as the one that proved so devastating to the 2012 crop. New regimes of apple varieties and growing methods adapted to altered conditions could be in store. With that in mind, I fear that delightful September afternoons such as the one I shared with my daughter and her friend could become scarce. And with their absence, the emotional texture of living in New England will be altered.
For many people, a fall visit to an apple orchard amounts to one of the definitive New England experiences. The combination of cool air and crisp apples seems perfectly calibrated to our sense of the seasonal round. I confess that crowded parking lots at the larger orchards can make we wonder why I came in the first place, but once I get to the fruit my grumpiness takes a back seat as I rediscover the elemental joy of biting into an apple just plucked from a tree that grows well in a particular region. Part of the appeal of apple picking, no doubt, stems from nostalgia, even though most modern orchards bear little resemblance to their counterparts in the past. But nostalgia alone cannot explain the joyful taste of a fresh apple, nor can it account for the sensory warmth of immersing oneself in the sight, sound, smell, and feel of a fall orchard in full fruit.
Apples have a long history in New England agricultural life with each state and subregion boasting its own distinctive varieties and traditions. For many people, the McIntosh stands as the definitive New England apple, and indeed it accounts for 70 percent of Vermont's annual crop. But as much we might enjoy a fresh picked Mac -and who doesn't? -the McIntosh represents just a tiny fraction of the region's apple heritage. We can get a sense of the wide range of historic New England apples by thumbing through the pages of Andrew Jackson Downing's 1845 Fruits of Fruit Trees of America, perhaps the definitive nineteenth-century work on the topic. Here, the descriptions of dimly remembered varieties (and their place of origin) such as Chandler (Connecticut), Peck's Pleasant (Rhode Island), Golden Ball (Maine), and Hubbardston's Nonesuch (Massachusetts) speak to the range of tastes and textures available for pies, tarts, cider, and simple eating. 2 Unlike the native cranberry and low-bush blueberry, apples came into the region (along with honeybees to pollinate them) with the early European colonists. A few native crabapple species greeted the settlers, but the domesticated varieties we consume today, malus domestica, originated in present-day Kazakhstan, where they began their long and mythic journey through European and eventually American culture. At present, over seven thousand cultivated varieties, known as cultivars, have been identified in the United States, with roughly two hundred commonly grown in New England. Despite this wide variety, only a small handful of that two hundred comprise the vast bulk of the region's commercial crop. We have grown accustomed to a narrow range of apple flavors. 3 Although the record remains inconsistent and obscure, most accounts credit William Blaxton, an Anglican clergyman (strangely) living by himself on the Shawmut Peninsula, with planting the first apple trees in New England in 1625, some four years before the initial Puritan colonists arrived in what became Boston. Not feeling especially welcomed by the newcomers, Blaxton decamped to the shores of Narraganssett Bay, where he raised the first named apple in the New World, the Yellow Sweeting -a varietal name bound to catch the attention of this particular author. 4 After Braxton, apple culture spread quickly in seventeenth-century New England. Indeed, the historian of New England agriculture Howard S. Russell claims that "if there was one European crop to which New England's soil and climate proved especially adapted it was the apple." 5 To early English settlers, an apple tree in a clearing or farm announced the arrival of cultivation in the New World, a sign that familiar European comforts could take hold. By 1649, an active and profitable orchard had been established in Windsor, Connecticut. A century later, apple trees lined the length of the Housatonic River, with large orchards scattered elsewhere through the New England colonies. Markets for New England apples developed around the world, as well, with exports traveling to the Caribbean, the Deep South, and England.
The primary purpose for all these apples was cider, the beverage of choice in New England from the colonial era through the middle of the nineteenth century. Indeed, cider quickly became the New World's primary form of alcohol, especially after the Roxbury Russet emerged as a dependable cider variety in the mid-1640s. As Brian Donahue notes, the rise of cider can be traced directly to New England's ecological condition. Early settlers planted barley to brew beer, but this traditional English grain did not do well in New England soil. Apple trees, however, did. 6 The thirst for cider followed New Englanders who moved into the Ohio Valley after the Revolutionary War, providing a ready market for Johnny Appleseed, born John Chapman (1774-1845) in Leominster, Massachusetts. As several historians have remarked, hard cider rather than today's doctor-prescribed eating apples made Chapman one of the most legendary figures at the edges of the American frontier. 7 The enthusiasm for cider required early colonists to relearn some basic aspects of apple reproduction. At first, they grafted their favorite varieties, a technique dating back to the Romans in which a scion from a tree with a preferred fruit is joined to a rootstock known to be hardy and productive. In effect, the graft amounts to cloned fruit and ensures a continued supply of desired varieties. English grafted trees, however, rarely thrived in New England, but trees raised from seed did. Consequently, colonists briefly abandoned the art of cultivating trees through a graft in favor of the less predictable results from seeds whose parentage could not always be determined. As Michael Pollan notes, early Americans gained control over apples in the New World by "reverting to wild ways -to sexual reproduction, that is, and going to seed." 8 Randomly cross-pollinated varieties and seeds scattered here and there by birds led to entirely new lines of wild apples that grew outside the confines of a particular farm or orchard.
Yet herein lies the return of the graft. Apples do not grow "true" from seed. That is, the fruit of a particular variety does not contain seeds that will produce that exact same variety. If you want to reproduce the flavor of a particular tree's fruit, you will have to graft it and eliminate the genetic variables that arise from sexual reproduction. Thus, once a tasty or productive strand had been found in the wild, that same variety could be grafted to rootstock and so a new clone line could be established.
Not surprisingly, Henry David Thoreau championed the uncultivated varieties over their more civilized counterparts. Thoreau rarely imbibed cider but he nonetheless celebrated the wide range of tastes and textures found in abandoned fields, woodlots, and along old country roads. Grafted varieties, he complained, have been selected "not so much for their spirited flavor," he wrote in the late essay "Wild Apples," as "for their mildness, their size, and bearing qualities." Indeed, the common varieties enjoyed by his contemporaries "are eaten with comparatively little zest, and have not real tang nor smack to them." Compared to wild varieties, they seem "tame and forgettable." Yet Thoreau recognized that the tide had turned, that New England apple production had entered a new phase focused on marketing the most popular cultivars for eating rather than drinking. As pressures from the temperance movement mounted, cider became increasingly suspect and orchards devoted to producing apples for eating took hold. "The era of the Wild Apple will soon be past," Thoreau lamented. Indeed, when he described his beloved wild apples, he regretted that "I now, alas, speak rather from memory than from any recent experience." 9 Although Thoreau died before the transformation was complete, as the nineteenth century progressed and pressures from the temperance movement made cider increasingly suspect, orchards devoted to producing apples for eating took hold, as did our visual sense of the modern apple farm as a place of row upon row of grafted trees. New England, however, was not the only region to develop a thriving apple industry. By the early twentieth century the rise of growing areas in other parts of the country with larger plots of available land and more advanced transportation systems worried local officials. At their firstever joint meeting in 1908, the six New England governors held a lengthy session on ways to promote apple growing and consumption in the region. The governors called for a new era of orchard repair and construction based on sound scientific principles not normally adopted by the region's farmers, who typically viewed apple raising as an adjunct to other agricultural concerns. In the process, they accelerated the process of flavor consolidation that continues today. While acknowledging the region's apple successes, the governors insisted that the orchard of the future "must partake of the spirit of the new horticulture" with "approved varieties planted, cultivated, pruned, sprayed and fed in a rational manner." This rationalization received further encouragement in the 1928 New England Seven, a joint publication of the Agricultural Extension Services of the region's states. Here, officials urged growers to reduce the number of varieties raised in commercial orchards to focus on seven designated apples: Gravenstein, Delicious, McIntosh, Rhode Island Greening, Northern Spy, Wealthy, and Baldwin. From this list, a combination of old varieties plus newer cultivars, "one should be able to select at least three varieties which will do well in almost any part of New England." 10 The apple industry further consolidated in the middle decades of the twentieth century, with most orchards producing fewer and fewer varieties, primarily for wholesale purchase that ended up in juice or in supermarket fruit bins. New England orchardists found themselves squeezed by larger growers in New York, Michigan, and Washington State, who produced for national rather than regional markets. Imports from Chile, China, New Zealand, and Brazil have further exacerbated the economic challenges confronting New England apple growers. As a result, we've moved to a system of eating apples out of place and out of season. The Braeburns in my Boston-area supermarket, for instance, probably came from New Zealand and could have been held in cold storage for up to a year. 11 All of which brings me back to the day I spent apple picking with my daughter and her friend. In recent years, small orchards, many of them dependent upon retail customers such as myself, have helped spark a revived interest in New England's historic apples. So, too, has the local food movement, which many people view as a sustainable and healthier counterweight to the globalization of goods. To be sure, New England's apple varieties were never fully subsumed beneath the weight of consolidation, nor were distinctive tastes fully replaced by what the national supermarket chains offered. But historic varieties, many of which grow best in small pockets of New England, have certainly been given new life. But now, alas, we have arrived at yet another juncture, where the meteorological effects of climate change may reconfigure the rich collection of apple varieties.
Of course, apple growers have always faced challenging weather. The story of the Baldwin offers a case in point. Most accounts credit one William Butters for identifying the variety in 1740 growing from a random seedling on a farm near Wilmington, Massachusetts. Eventually the tree came to the attention of Loammi Baldwin, a principal surveyor of the Middlesex Canal, who began grafting it and otherwise getting the tree into public circulation. By the early nineteenth century, Baldwins could be found throughout New England, particularly in Massachusetts, earning a special place in that state's heart. "The Baldwin," the horticulturalist Andrew Jackson Downing wrote in 1845, "stands at the head of all New England apples." 12 A late-season arrival, they keep well and could be stocked in cellars for eating over the winter, and for much of the nineteenth century they remained the central apple in New England. McIntosh apples threatened their primacy in the early twentieth century, but Baldwins still earned a spot on the New England Seven list published in 1928. But disaster stuck in the winter of 1933-34. An unexpected thaw initiated an early sap run but then temperatures plunged amid one of the coldest spells in all of twentieth-century New England. The sap froze and expanded to the bursting point, destroying millions of trees, including two-thirds of the Baldwins in Maine. 13 The cold-hardy McIntosh apples continued to thrive in New England; Baldwins, however, did not.
But now, historical levels of cold hardiness may not be enough for many varieties. A frequently cited challenge to New England's apple future concerns the depth and duration of winter cold. Like other deciduous plants, apple trees protect themselves from freezing temperatures by entering a period of dormancy in the late fall, when they shed their leaves and cease growing to conserve energy. Once dormant, they do not resume normal growth until a sufficient number of "chilling hours" between 32 degrees and 42 degrees Fahrenheit has been reached and temperatures have begun their springtime ascent. If a tree does not receive sufficient chill, yields the following fall typically decline, as does the size and quality of the fruit. Depending on the variety, most apples raised in New England require between 800 and 1,000 cumulative chilling hours. Vermont's signature McIntosh, for example, requires nearly 1,000 such hours. 14 And herein lies the problem. By late this century, southern New England might not see 1,000 such hours in 50 percent of the winters, forcing growers either to make difficult economic choices or introduce varieties rarely seen in New England's past. It may even be difficult in Connecticut and Massachusetts by midcentury. A given year may be frigid, perhaps even record setting, but deciduous fruit such as apples will suffer if enough winters do not achieve sustained periods of cold. Under a high emissions scenario, the 1,000-hour figure will unlikely be met in most of New England by the end of the century. Varieties on the lower end of the chilling spectrum such as Gala and Red Delicious may make it through the warming trend, but traditional New England apples such as McIntosh and Northern Spy may not. Indeed, the situation seems especially bleak for the Northern Spy, which requires as much as 1,800 chilling hours. According to the Northeast Climate Impact Assessment that figure will eventually only be achieved in the interior of Maine, making this esteemed and historic variety unavailable in the vast majority of New England's orchards. 15 Yet the sheer number of cold winter hours does not tell the whole story. A far greater concern, most growers say, exists in the disruptive weather patterns seen in recent years and likely to expand as a result of climate change. We already know that warming temperatures have affected New England's apple crop. According to data compiled by Cameron Wake at the University of New Hampshire, apples now blossom in the Northeast as much as eight days earlier than in the mid-twentieth century. 16 But this warming trend does not translate directly into a linear narrative in which the whole sequence of apple production simply gets moved up by eight days. If only it were that easy, most of the growers I spoke with suggested. What's actually happening is that the familiar rhythms of heat and cold to which apples adapted have been transformed. Gone is the day when a grower can expect a regular cycle such as the one Massachusetts-born William Cullen Bryant described in stilted meter in his poem "Planting an Apple Tree":
What plant we in this apple tree? Fruits that shall swell in sunny June And redden in the August noon, And drop, when gentle airs come by, That fan the blue September sky, While children come, with cries of glee, And seek them where the fragrant grass Betrays their bed to those who pass, At the foot of the apple-tree. 17 In place of this stately march through the weather year, apple growers now confront a mishmash of storms, heat, and chill. To be sure, apple growers and apple trees have long confronted and overcome the occasional odd weather. They would not survive long in New England if they did not. As the speaker of Robert Frost's "GoodBy and Keep Cold" says of his apples in winter: "No orchard's the worse for the wintriest storm; / But one thing about it, it mustn't get warm." Addressing his trees directly, he adds, "Dread fifty above more than fifty below." 18 Frost kept a working orchard at his house in Derry, New Hampshire, so he understood well that unexpected weather could impact apples. But the patterns of disruption future orchardists will confront will dwarf those faced by Frost.
To get a sense of how some apple growers are thinking about climate change I visited the orchard owned by Al Rose, a third-generation apple farmer in Phillipston, Massachusetts, a small town along the state's north-central tier. A walk through Al's sixty-seven-acre orchard offers a glimpse into both the past and future of New England apples. I can't help but think that I am in two eras at once -one old, the other quite new. Like other orchardists, Al recently installed rows of smaller trees along trellises, a newer system of fruit culture designed to increase yield and make picking apples easier. A wind turbine and solar panels provide much of the energy needed to run the farm. All told, he raises over fifty varieties, many of them heirlooms with long traditions in the region. Al cherishes the legacy and history of apples in the region, but he's taking steps to build a sustainable business model that will keep the farm in the fruit business for years to come. "Apples are who we are," he tells me, "but I have to adapt to remain operational." 19 Al's grandfather purchased the farm in 1929, primarily raising apples for wholesale to markets in the nearby cities of Worcester, Fitchburg, and Athol, but now it's essentially a retail operation with the vast bulk of apple income derived from visitors to his shop and pick-your-own sales. In addition to the primary focus on apples, Al and his wife, Nancy, sell pumpkins, blueberries, and pears, run an on-site barbecue business, and recently began renting space to couples wishing to get married in an outdoor rural setting. "People want to come here and pick fruit," Al tells me, "and I see myself as a conserver of this tradition, but apples alone won't keep this property as open space." And so, like many farmers in New England, he has opened his fields to a new generation of tourists seeking connection to food and rural life.
Al has already seen facets of climate change in his orchard, most particularly in the disastrously warm spring of 2012. "That's the closest I came to being wiped out," he says. He knew something peculiar was up when green tips emerged on buds a full month earlier than usual as temperatures soared past eighty in March. But the real trouble started when frost returned in April, which he and the apples normally expect in his part of the world. Only this time the apples were much farther into their development than usual, requiring Al to hire helicopters to hover close to his trees to blow warm air back down toward the fruit. "Every degree can make a difference once blossoms are exposed to temperatures below twenty-nine Fahrenheit," he tells me, laughing now over his desperate move but clearly worried that more such actions might be necessary in the future. As a retail operator, Al depends on families coming to his farm, and wonders how extended summers or delayed falls will affect his business. "Our competition is other activities," he says. "What happens to a business we associate with sweater weather when temperatures hover in the nineties? Will people want to pick apples in August?" These are good and fair questions that I couldn't answer.
While they may seem old at first glance, pick-your-own orchards such as Al's only recently made their mark on the New England terrain, having emerged after decades of cultural and economic forces drove the national apple industry toward consolidation. They are lovely places and we are better off having them, but orchards such as Al's are not timeless relics of a presumably simpler past. On the contrary, a wellrun modern New England apple farm functions as a highly organized and structured entity overseen by owners equipped with the skills necessary to adapt to a changing climate. They have the latest research from state farm extension programs at their disposal. Perhaps they will develop new varieties that can better withstand the heat or genetically alter older strands to require less winter chill. After all, peaches were once difficult to raise in New England but they now are grown with ease. The same holds for apricots. Such possibilities, however, do not cure my unease over the potential fate of our apples, a fact driven home by Al's commitment to the aesthetic richness of picking apples on a clear fall day. Technical knowledge alone cannot replace shared memory.
I came to this conclusion after speaking with John Bunker, Maine's unofficial apple historian and keeper of New England's pomological legacy. John runs a co-op garden business specializing in seeds and trees adapted to northern New England's cold climate. He also raises and sells heirloom apples through a Community Supported Agriculture (CSA) program. In his spare time, he researches and tracks down rare New England apples, scouring old farms and fields for trees that supplied unique varieties enjoyed by nineteenth-century Mainers. In recent years, his work has drawn the attention of the local and national press, and he's emerged as something of a guru to young farmers hoping to establish themselves in the state. Part of his appeal, no doubt, lies in his straightforward, but friendly, attitude toward apple trees, which he credits with a great deal of integrity. "Trees don't lie," he tells me. "I say to myself and others that they will respond to the environment they find themselves in." If it's warm in March, we should expect them to bloom early. In many ways, "they are smarter than we are" and they will adapt to what surrounds them. 20 Our conversation turns to varieties such as Black Oxford, Northern Spy, Golden Russet, and Duchess, all of which are well suited to Maine's chill and have been grown there since the nineteenth century. For John, these and the hundreds of other northern New England varieties he's identified are part of an oral tradition he's trying to reconstruct. "Different varieties were used for different purposes," he tells me. Some for cider, some for sauce, some for pie. People knew a range of possible combinations, but no one wrote them down. "We don't write down the name of our children," he says. We just know them. The same holds true for the way people used apples in the past.
But that tradition could become more difficult to unearth should some of the more obscure Maine varieties fail to survive. Our local ecological knowledge will suffer as a result. Yet the revived interest in old apples that John exemplifies amounts to more than a mere antiquarian exercise. Indeed, in his view, heirloom apples point to a future based on sustainable local farming. "Are we going to be able to learn from the past so we can move forward into a local agriculture for the future?" For John, at least, climate change presents a clear threat, not so much to apples themselves, but to our ability to remember and learn. This will be the great missed opportunity of our apple future. Robert Frost's haunting poem "After Apple-Picking" speaks to this combination of memory, loss, and dread. It's worth revisiting the poem after a trip to an orchard, even though its frequent inclusion in anthologies may have familiarized its strange, dream-like landscape. The poem begins with a simple image of a farmer looking toward a ladder that reaches through an apple tree towards heaven:
My long two-pointed ladder's sticking through a tree Toward heaven still, And there's a barrel that I didn't fill Beside it, and there may be two or three Apples I didn't pick upon some bough.
As many critics have noted, the first sentence of five uneven lines rhythmically captures the irregular movement of a ladder gently moving with branches in the wind. In the one-sentence sixth line, however, the speaker suddenly announces a dramatic turn away from the everyday scene of the opening: "But I am done with apple-picking now."
From there, we enter an autumnal world somewhere between sleep and wakefulness, a world in which the day labor of apple picking becomes intertwined with the tired speaker's recollections and dreams:
But I was well Upon my way to sleep before it fell, And I could tell What form my dreaming was about to take.
In these dreams "Magnified apples appear and disappear" to the point where the sleeping speaker proclaims "For I have had too much / Of apple-picking" and "I am overtired / Of the great harvest I myself desired." 21 Frost wrote "After Apple-Picking" in the fall of 1913, shortly after the then thirty-nine-year-old poet had moved to England and begun the strenuous effort of compiling his second volume of verse, North of Boston. As his biographer Jay Parini notes, the poem emerged during a period of homesickness for New England, a region the Californiaborn Frost had made his own. The poem, Parini notes, is partly about the "harvest of poetry," but it also carries a "firm note of regret" -a sense of hard work and loss. 22 Taking firm hold of that loss, however, proves elusive, as the speaker wanders in and out of time frames. At one point, he cannot even distinguish between his former dreams and the one he experiences now:
I cannot rub the strangeness from my sight I got from looking through a pane of glass I skimmed this morning from the drinking trough And held against the world of hoary grass.
Let me be clear: Frost did not predict the demise of apple picking. We should be careful not to read him as a prophet of our climatechanged world. But I find myself coming back to this poem frequently after the September apple-picking journey with my daughter and her friend. Frost's lines speak of personal memory bound up in dreams overlaid with apples. Weariness and regret abound.
The notion that future recollections of New England's past apple harvest might be reflected "through a pane of glass" similarly grabs hold of me when I think about our region's orchards. Like the missed opportunities to re-create a usable past for our apple future to which John Bunker alluded, Frost's tired speaker looks through his dream-glass, rubs his eyes, and wonders what lies ahead. From all we know about the likely impacts of continued greenhouse gas emissions, I fear the apple varieties wrought by climate change will leave future New Englanders in a similar state of depressed wonder. Their taste buds will be at a loss.
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